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About This Game

The Sceptre of Gods - a primeval symbol of power wielded only by the greatest leaders of the most dominant ancient
civilizations in Central America. Legends state that whoever possessed the artifact would be granted divine wisdom and eternal

life. Scolars even claim that without it, the Aztec Empire would have never came to flourish.
While most academics considered it to be a myth, a world famous archeologist Tomb Jack recognized there could be some

authenticity to the story. After years of research, shrouded in secrecy, he led an expedition to prove the artifact's existance and
bring it back to the civilized world. He was able to discover an ancient crypt which led him and his companions to a place none
of them could have imagined, even in their wildest dreams. Unfortunately, after many months, none of them returned and soon,

all were proclaimed dead.
Years later, Tomb Joe, renowned archelogist and a fearless adventurer recieved a mysterious letter adressed to his long lost

father. It only contained two things - an ancient map and a golden medallion engraved with the symbol of the Sceptre. While the
medallion piqued his interest, it was the map that made him act. For the first time, he learned the destination of his father's

expedition. There was no time to waste. Not an hour later, Joe was already on his way to Central America...

Embark on a journey to unravel the mystery of the Sceptre of Gods and Tomb Joe's father's disappearance. Armed only with his
sharp wit and his trusty whip, Joe will have to face deadly traps, dangerous wildlife, and the best soldiers of the Reich to reach
his goal and bring fame to his father's name once again. If he allows the Sceptre to fall into the wrong hands, whole humanity

could be doomed. Travel through exotic environments, explore long forgotten tombs, fight or sneak your way past vicious
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enemies, solve puzzles and try to discover the secret behind the mysterious artifact in this thrilling action-adventure parody
platformer.
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Do yourself a favour and buy an Xbox controller to play this game!. Reminds me of those lego race track kits I would build as a
kid.. DONT GET IT (ahem) the game is short and terrible doesnt have a story impossible to draw not worth the money its like 3
levels terrible do N O T G E T. Considering the Zoo Tycoon franchise seems to be done making new games, this is a great
alternative if you're looking for a zoo sim that has updated graphics in comparison. It has about the same management design,
although the range of available animals are smaller than ZT.

In comparison to ZT, they actually add a mechanic missing from that series that makes sense: climate controls. For example, if
your zoo is a cold tundra, rather than simply placing some savannah grass for an African animal, you also need a heater to keep
them warm, or they'll probably freeze to death.

As a possible con for some people, if you're like me in sometimes wanting to make a sandbox game to just make your animals
breed into a huge colony, you're going to be disappinted here. Each species has a maximum number of animals you can have in
their exhibit before they stop breeding. Beyond that, there's a maximum number of animals you can have in your park period
before ALL of the animals stop breeding entirely regardless.

Overall, I recommend this if you're looking for a graphics update to the Zoo Tycoon series while having similar game
mechanics.. it would load. I've played this one and Exoddus on the PS. It is one of the best designed games in every aspect and is
on my top 10 list of game experiences of all time. I still love it and had to download it on steam to live through that amazing
experience again. Don't miss out on this one.
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Simple but fun game; short single-player. Tons of potential but not realized. Single-player is frustrating when your AIs do dumb
things. Is a lot more fun multiplayer (co-op and versus). Downvote mainly for poor single-player.. From a (super newbie) bass
player's prespective.

Are you a newbie?
Slides got you down?
Tired of songs requiring you use too many strings? Too many flourishes?
Not quite used to moving all over the fretboard?
Are you looking for a song that will boost your confidence?
Look no further!

This DLC is perfect for the player who is a little down that they're having issues learning some of the more 'advanced'
techniques. In this track requires you to use 2 strings and move about 5 spaces on the fret board. At its most intense, you'll need
to strum twice a second (if that). It's rather tame. Additionaly you'll get some practice muting the strings.

That's it, that's all there is for this track. It's rather simple, but your part in the song is very pronouced compared to some other
tracks. This makes is much easier to hear how you're doing once you start to memorize the track.

All in all it's a simple track that can provide you a little mastery in a song. A top pick for bass newbies getting into the game for
sure.. Very interesting experience, I think that most negative reviews here don't understand that it's not a video game, and was
never meant to be.. It's really good when you are bored and also for the hardcore gamers. I'ts a win-win like come on.. This
game might look like fun, but it's broken and unplayable. I don't recommend it to anyone.. Multiplayer only.

Seems to be quite dead, which is a shame because it seems quite neat. Oh well.. No just no the acting is horrid,the game is just
not any fun don't bother waisting time or money I'm getting a refund.. a simple puzzle game with a lot of similarities with hook;
push that button, pull that hook without sticking somewhere.. Awesome fun game.. Really useful and a huge time saver. Makes
the lease enjoyable part of modeling a none hassle.
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